Features
IN DEPTH INTERVIEWS
WITH TODAY’S
MOVERS & SHAKERS

Get the low-down

on the Ghanaian men
and women doing big things on the UK and world
stage. This month we feature sound
engineer extraordinaire and Afroganic pioneer
Kwame ‘Prof’’ Acheampong (above), MOBO
founder and trailblazing businesswoman Kanya
King and we review MOBO award-winning artist
Batman at the AUMG Rebirth show in our exclusive photo report. Turn over to find out more
about these inspirational people...
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TAKE a bunch of homegrown Ghanaian musicians,
mix with a nutty professor,
throw in some Housey dubs
and what do you get? Welcome to Afroganic.
Afroganic does exactly what
it says on the tin—pure African
rhythms with no artificial additives. You won’t find pesky
samples or annoying pseudoraps here. Instead, you’ll experience a creative fusion of
the traditional and contemporary that lets the instruments
and vocals speak for themselves.
The brainchild of accomplished sound engineer Kwame
‘Prof’ Acheampong, Afroganic
engaged the talents of local
street musicians in Accra to
create a spontaneous sound
that was captured on disc and
re-mastered in the UK in to
infectious
dance
grooves.
seems to be working.
The single Yani
reached number 7
on the UK club chart
and Ghana Sweet is
currently at number
14 and rising. The
success of Afroganic
has generated a lot
of interest in Ghana
music. Perhaps Prof’s
musical world view is
down to his cosmopolitan background.
Born in the UK and
schooled in Switzerland and Ghana, the
Achimota-educated
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100% Afroganic
By Sylvia Arthur
technocrat saw
the link between
music and technology and decided to exploit it.
“The sound coming out of Ghana
now is what used

to come out of the
UK in 80’s. For people who like world
music they want to
hear indigenous
sounds, not a rehash of their own
music,” he says,

referring to the
current state of
Ghana music. He
sites Atongo Zimba
as an example of
a successful export
staying true to his
roots. “Hip-life is

Making music the Afroganic way: All you need is a PC and real instruments

fine for Ghana but
we should’ve capitalised on Osibisa's
sound. Ghana music would’ve been
big by now. To
break globally
there needs to be
a radical change.”
And Prof hopes
Afroganic is it. His
pioneering venture
has already set the
UK charts alight.
Now for the rest of
the world.
For more info visit
www.afroganic.com.
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